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Jobalign and iCIMS Integration

Recruiting and hiring hourly workers is often a 
challenging process for the enterprises that seek to 
employ them.

Jobalign, the nation’s leading hourly Candidate 
Engagement Platform, has partnered with iCIMS 
Talent Platform to help provide a superior 
application experience built for the hourly job 
seeker. Employers leverage Jobalign’s 
industry-leading solution to enhance current 
recruiting efforts and increase applicant throughput 
by up to 8x.

With Jobalign and iCIMS, you’ll engage hourly 
workers through the entire hiring process and 
utilize seamless transfer of hourly candidates from 
Jobalign into the iCIMS Talent Platform.

Increase Application Conversions

Jobalign offers an optimized application experience 
built for hourly job seekers. Companies leverage 
Jobalign’s text-to-apply, mobile applications, and 
Facebook-Messenger-apply to easily engage 
candidates, reduce the time it takes to complete an 
application and ultimately minimize abandonment. 
With Jobalign, no login or account creation is 
necessary to apply and no resume or cover letter is 
required. By allowing job seekers to start and 
complete applications in ways they are most 
comfortable, you will dramatically increase the 
number of applications you receive.
 

Increase Communication

Once an increased number of candidates apply, 
you can increase communication between 
candidates and recruiters with Jobalign Candidate 
Messenger to eliminate the post-apply engagement 
gap. The Messenger tool allows employers to talk to 
candidates through candidate's preferred method of 
communication and on their terms.

By integrating with iCIMS there is no change to your 
current process. Jobalign automatically generates 
job-specific, high-quality resumes for hourly workers 
which are delivered automatically to your iCIMS 
portal. With no change in process, your team has 
more time to focus on hiring the best people for 
your openings.
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About iCIMS

iCIMS empowers companies to manage their 
hiring process within the industry’s most robust 
Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS). Built on the 
foundation of a talent acquisition software suite 
that’s designed to be the best, iCIMS’ PaaS 
framework, UNIFi, allows employers to expand 
the capabilities of their core talent acquisition 
technology by integrating with the largest partner 
ecosystem in talent acquisition to help them 
attract, find, screen, and manage candidates. 
Offering scalable, easy-to-use solutions that are 
backed by award-winning customer service, 
iCIMS supports more than 3,500 contracted 
customers and is one of the largest and 
fastest-growing talent acquisition providers.

About Jobalign

Jobalign is the nation’s leading Hourly Candidate 
Engagement Platform (CEP) that helps attract 
hourly talent more efficiently. By leveraging tools 
the hourly worker is familiar with, Jobalign enables 
job seekers to quickly and easily apply for your 
positions through an optimized application 
experience, including text-to-apply, 
Facebook-Messenger-apply, bilingual apply, and 
of course mobile and PC apply. This significantly 
reduces friction and abandonment rates while 
increasing the speed and number of candidates 
you receive. Jobalign seamlessly integrates with 
iCIMS to create an applicant profile and transfer 
applicant data, while engaging the candidate 
throughout the hiring process. 

Optimized Job Board Spending

In addition to improving application conversion 
rates, Jobalign’s Intelligent Sourcing Engine helps 
increase application throughput by leveraging 
machine learning and programmatic job posting to 
ensure that you are reaching the most candidates 
based on job type and location. We identify which 
boards are providing the best results and post there 
first! Jobalign will absorb all costs associated with 
posting on various job boards so you can manage 
sourcing budget more efficiently.

Stop worrying about wasteful spending, unwanted 
clicks, and handling multiple budgets for specific job 
boards. Pay for performance to get the applications 
you need, when you need them. 

An End-to-End Solution

With the iCIMS and Jobalign integration, you 
are provided with a solution for the entire 
hourly recruiting process. Candidates are 
given an exceptional experience, which 
drastically increases the number of 
applications you receive, reduces 
abandonment, and allows you to hire faster.

With a quick and simple implementation, 
there is little to no work for your team. Our 
straightforward solution allows you to realize 
the benefits immediately.

Let Jobalign and iCIMS prove to you the 
power of our integrated solution, and allow us 
to bring you more hourly applicants for your 
current and long-standing hourly openings.
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